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Time Series KPIs in Sugar

Features

SugarCRM enables businesses to create customers 
for life with the world’s first intelligent, no touch 
customer experience (CX) platform. W-Systems 
offers a series of add-ons to Sugar to extend its 
core capabilities.

Meet wBenchmark: Time Series KPIs in Sugar

With wBenchmark, you can define, capture and visualize Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) inside Sugar.

wBenchmark adds the unique capability to capture and store KPIs from any Sugar standard or user-defined 
modules at specific points in time such as daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, and yearly periods.

Build Beautiful Charts

wBenchmark enables you to chart dashlets 
containing easy to follow data on your KPIs, and add 
them to your Sugar dashboard.

Metrics Definitions

wBenchmark automatically adds a new Metrics 
Definition module, where users can add new metric 
definition sets and detailed metric definitions.
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Leaderboard Visualization

wBenchmark adds a new leaderboard chart type to 
visualize a team’s relative performance on a specific 
KPI. The leaderboard chart can track progress to 
goals or compare against an average.

User and Team Goals

wBenchmark adds a Goals module where Goal sets 
can be added for users, teams or all users. Goals can 
be defined for any recurring time period and may be 
different at different points in the year.

Time Series Visualization 

wBenchmark adds a new Time Series chart dashlet 
that displays metrics over time as either an Area 
Chart, a Line Chart, or Stacked Bar Chart.

Track KPIs From Any Time Period

wBenchmark allows you to measure and compare 
performance from any time period and can be 
customized to your specific targets, fiscal years, and 
company policies.

Goal Import Tool

Users with many monthly goals can import Goals 
from a CSV file. The newly created goal will be 
related to the record where the Upload Goal button is 
clicked.


